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Ten

Name: ________________________________

Present Perfect

The present perfect verb tense is the past participle tense
used with the present tense of an auxiliary verb to have.

Past tense: I called my mother.
Present prefect tense: I have called my mother today.
The present perfect tense is used for showing an action
that was ﬁnished in the past or that is still going on.
Usually the action has taken place in the recent past.

Example 1:

He has walked to school when it rained.
The action walk happened in the past.

Example 2:

She has walked four miles already.
The action walk is still going on.

Part I: Circle the present perfect verb tense in each of the following sentences.
1. His brother has eaten the whole cake.
2. I have heard everything now!
3. The dog has bitten everyone in the neighborhood.
4. We have seen that movie before.
5. She has already promised Dave a ride home.

Part II: Fill in the blank with the present perfect form of the verb in parentheses.
1. The horses ________________________________ (leave) the barn.
2. He ________________________________ (care) for his little sister since she was born.
3. They ________________________________ (drink) a gallon of water since practice started.
4. Marla ________________________________ (study) hard for the test; she should make an A.
5. Tim ________________________________ (choose) Ariel for his team.
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have left
1. The horses ________________________________
(leave) the barn.
has cared
2. He ________________________________
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